Introducing
Pactiv’s ClearView™
SmartLock®
Hotdog Container

Pactiv’s ClearView™ SmartLock® Hotdog container provides a fast, single closure mechanism for grab n’go convenience applications. One lock facilitates opening of the container by consumers and its’ hinge allows prolonged durability to open and close on the go. The container’s edge seats tightly to prevent spilling of condiments in transit. The container provides complete visibility of hotdog and other food portions at check-out. This facilitates quick transaction and operator verification of purchase. The ClearView™ SmartLock® Hotdog Container from Pactiv sets the standard in fast pace convenience applications.

Feature | Benefit
--- | ---
Audible Click Closure | Indicates a secure lock which helps maintain freshness
Durable Hinge | Flexible enough for easy closure and resists breaking
Crystal Clear | Excellent visibility of product
Tight Edge Seal | Prevents spilling of condiments

These guidelines are supplied to assist you in determining the proper use of Pactiv products. They are based upon testing and published guidelines and are reliable in most applications. However, because every food supplier’s recipes, ingredients, processes and supply chain is unique, these guidelines are not a substitute for product testing. Confirmation of product acceptability under your specific conditions of use must be done by you.